
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

INTEGRAL – 
Parts That Together Constitute A Whole

O'Delle Abney, Simcha Brian Adam, Gianluca Bianchino, Macyn Bolt, Krystyna Borkowska, 
Richard Bottwin, Mark Bouthilette, Melanie Brock, Carol Diamond, Ula Einstein, Jim Holl, James 
Horner, Keryn Huang, Carrie Johnson, Janusz Kawa, Daisuke Kiyomiya, Bernard Klevickas, 
Elizabeth Knowles, Grant McGrath, Olga Ozerskaya, Victoria Palermo, Christopher Rico, Randy 
Rosenberg, Alexandra Shatokhina, James Teschner and Ellen M. Weider.

Concept by Priska Juschka

Exhibition Dates: January 11 — February 3, 2024

OPENING RECEPTION: THURSDAY, JANUARY 11, 2024

LES Gallery Nights (Lower East Side Galleries Open till 8 PM): 
Exhibition Walk Thru and RECEPTION: THURSDAY, JANUARY 18 | 6 — 8 PM

Press Release:

Lichtundfire is pleased to present and welcomes all to the Opening Reception INTEGRAL– 
Parts That Together Constitute A Whole, curated by Lichtundfire’s gallery Director Priska 
Juschka, and marking the beginning of a new year with Introducing LICHTUNDFIREcuratorial - 
a kin and part of Lichtundfire. Based on an Open Call, the exhibition seeks to widen the concept 
of carefully curated group exhibition by featuring visual relationships on a numerically larger 
scale.

This exhibition in various media, with painting, photography, process art, sculpture and works on 
paper, brings together work that connects not only with each other but sets the tone for the 
gallery's program, and defines with the sum of its parts — the gallery's direction that 
encompasses abstraction while also including abstracted representation. 

Here, the work reflects conceptually and visually upon one another — thereby creating non-
arbitrary, distinct relationships that directly link to the concept and aesthetic of the exhibition. 

Being that the individual artists and their works are more than mere parts of a whole within the 
context of the curation — the exhibition expands the attribution of "solely a part of" by directing 
the viewer to a greater, congruent context that could not exist nor made visible without its 
distinctive parts within.



For additional information, images, events and to arrange an appointment, please contact 
Priska Juschka at 917.675.7835 or info@lichtundfire.com .

About Lichtundfire:

LICHTUNDFIRE was established in 2015, with a visual program emphasizing 
nonrepresentational, conceptual, and abstract art; especially minimal, color field, geometrical, 
straight edge, abstract expressionist painting, lyrical abstraction, and process work in all media, 
as well as abstracted representation.

By its exhibitions, Lichtundfire's program is dedicated to developing and nurturing an active, 
engaged, progressive, and emancipated art community that addresses cultural and social 
realities as expressed through visual arts.

Beyond its carefully curated visual program, Lichtundfire seeks to actively connect with other 
parts of the creative community, especially in the field of poetry, literature, philosophy and 
Critical Theory. 

Address:175 Rivington Street (between Clinton & Attorney) New York, New York 10002
Subway Stop: F/M or J/Z to Delancey & Essex Streets
Website: lichtundfire.com  Tel: (917) 675-7835  Email: info@lichtundfire.com
Instagram: @lichtundfire and hashtag: #lichtundfire
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lichtundfire

Our GALLERY HOURS have changed to

Wed — Sat,  12—6 pm and TUESDAY BY APPOINTMENT
To schedule an appointment please email Priska Juschka at lichtundfirecuratorial@gmail.com

LICHTUNDFIREcuratorial 
175 Rivington Street, New York, NY 10002

Contact: Priska Juschka, info@lichtundfire.com, Tel. 917.675.7835
Gallery Hours: Wednesday – Saturday, 12 – 6 pm, or Tuesday by appointment 

www.lichtundfire.com
Email: lichtundfirecuratorial@gmail.com


